
6. Halloween in the Philippines is known as 

_______________________________________________. 

7. The _____________________________of Vlad Tepes 
was the inspiration for Bram Stoker’s “Dracula.” 

8. People light candles and try to avoid 

_______________________________ cats. 

Reading #3 questions

Clue #3
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Prince Vlad Tepes (1431–1476) was taken to Bran 
Castle and locked inside…

Fill in the blankCHINA:  The Halloween celebration in Hong 
Kong is called Yue Lan or the Hungry Ghost 
Festival.  Sometime from mid-August to mid-
September spirits supposedly roam the world 
freely.  The festival is a way honor and “feed” 
the spirits with food and money for their 
afterlife. People light candles and try to avoid 
black cats. Paper burning of photos or pictures 
of money is common.
ROMANIA:  People from all around the world 
head to Romania to celebrate Halloween at 
Bran Castle in Transylvania.  The castle of Vlad 
Tepes was the inspiration for Bram Stoker’s 
“Dracula.”  There are a plenty of guides, tours 
and parties at Count Dracula’s castle. 
PHILIPPINES:  Halloween in the Philippines is 
known as Pangagaluluwa.  On this day, children 
visit neighborhood houses and offer a song in 
exchange for money or candy.  Filipinos call the 
event All Saints Day for November 1st and All 
Souls Day on November 2nd.



Reading #4 questions

Clue #4

9.   What country celebrates Walpurgisnacht?
A. Mexico
B. Germany
C. Japan
D. Cambodia

10. In Mexico, families set up altars with ______.
A. Flowers
B. Bread
C. Candy
D. All of the above
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The Day of the Dead celebration lasts…

52 43 24 14 32 24 31 31

11 41 15 54

MEXICO:  In many Spanish countries, Halloween 
is known as “El Día de los Muertos” or the Day 
of the Dead.  The Day of the Dead celebration 
begins on October 31st. Families remember and 
honor those who have passed away.  Families 
set up altars with flowers, bread, candy and 
pictures of family members. Those who 
celebrate also decorate colorful images of 
skeletons and skulls as a way to make people 
feel more comfortable with death. 
GERMANY:  In Germany, Halloween is referred
to as Walpurgisnacht and is celebrated in April.  
Walpurgisnacht is also known as “the witches 
sabbath.”  Children dress up and trick-or-treat 
in their neighborhoods.  Witches are commonly 
portrayed in German woodcuttings and 
paintings with long skirts, capes, broomsticks 
and pointy hats.  Witches, ghosts and ghouls 
are the most common costumes.  An old 
German tradition involves hiding any knives in 
the house to prevent the returning spirits from 
harm. 



Final code certificate
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Puzzle #1 MINUS 60.

The number found in 
Puzzle #2 MINUS 79.

The number found in 
Puzzle #3.

The number found in 
Puzzle #4.

Use the answers found in the completed puzzles 
to determine the final code!

Final 4 digit code:



Decoder #1 Decoder #2
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N=N Y=Y E=E

V=V S=s R=R

T=T P=P X=X

I=I F=F C=C

T


